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ABSTRACT

A series of idealized prescribed soil moisture experiments is performed with the atmosphere/land stand-alone configuration of the Community Earth System Model, version 1, in an effort to find sources of predictability for high-impact stationary wave anomalies observed in recent boreal summers. We arbitrarily prescribe soil water to have a zero value at selected domains in the continental United States and run 100-member ensembles to examine the monthly and seasonal mean response. Contrary to the lack of a substantial response in the boreal winter, the summertime circulation response is robust, consistent, and circumglobal. While the stationary wave response over the North America and North Atlantic sectors can be well explained by the reaction of a linear dynamical system to heating anomalies caused by the imposed dry land surface, nonlinear processes involving synoptic eddies play a crucial role in forming the remote response in Eurasia and the North Pacific Ocean. A number of other possible factors contributing to the circulation responses are also discussed. Overall, the experiments suggest that, in the boreal summer, soil moisture may contribute to the predictability of high-impact stationary wave events, which can impact regions that are great distances from these source regions.

1. Introduction

Despite tremendous progress in the past several decades in understanding how tropical sea surface temperature (SST) can provide extended predictability to the midlatitude atmospheric circulation (e.g., Trenberth et al. 1988), many extreme events in the midlatitudes are associated with stationary wave anomalies that do not necessarily originate from tropical forcing (Trenberth et al. 1998). Besides SST anomalies, land conditions such as soil moisture can also contribute to low-frequency atmospheric variability and predictability (e.g., Douville and Chauvin 2000; Dirmeyer 2005; Conil et al. 2007). In this study, we use prescribed soil moisture experiments with the Community Earth System Model, version 1 (CESM1; Hurrell et al. 2013) to demonstrate and explain how regional land forcing can produce widespread, indeed circumglobal, teleconnection responses in the boreal summer.

As reported in several comprehensive review papers (Seneviratne et al. 2010; Koster et al. 2017; Miralles et al. 2018), the interaction between soil moisture and air temperature through modulation of surface sensible heat flux is a straightforward process that can impact local atmospheric conditions. The more complicated feedback between soil moisture and precipitation (Findell and Eltahir 2003; Ek and Holtslag 2004; Gentile et al. 2013; Guillod et al. 2015; Tawfik et al. 2015) is another land–atmosphere interaction that can influence local conditions. Since studies on land–atmosphere coupling have traditionally focused on these now widely recognized local feedbacks, what may be more controversial to acknowledge is that anomalous land conditions such as drought at one location have the potential, by producing local anomalous atmospheric heat sources, to excite quasi-stationary Rossby wave anomalies, and hence remote impacts (e.g., Douville and Chauvin 2000; Douville 2002; Koster et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2017). More frequent and amplified stationary wave anomalies have been observed in the recent decades (Screen and Simmonds 2014; Horton et al. 2015; Hoskins and Woollings 2015), and some are associated with multiple extreme events (heat waves, wild fires, floods, droughts) at different locations, such as the 2010 Russian heat wave and Pakistan flood (Trenberth and Fasullo 2012). Many of these events do not exhibit a clear tropical forcing, raising the question of whether land conditions can contribute to the cause and predictability of these events.
Soil moisture may play a more prominent role in climate variability in the future warmer climate (Dirmeyer et al. 2012; Douville et al. 2016; Teng et al. 2016). Taking the climate change projection by the CESM1 large ensemble experiment (Kay et al. 2015) as an example, in addition to a shift in mean temperatures, anthropogenic forcing could enhance the future subseasonal temperature variability by approximately 20% in the U.S. Great Plains in the summers of 2070–2100 relative to 1980–2010 (Teng et al. 2016), possibly due to enhanced land–atmosphere interaction under the future warmer climate (Schär et al. 2004; Seneviratne et al. 2010; Fischer et al. 2007, 2012). However, in order to establish a more rigorous cause-and-effect relationship than was established in that study, additional experiments dedicated to process understanding are needed. One approach is to employ idealized prescribed soil moisture experiments, which is the approach used in the current paper, to study how local land conditions can impact the atmospheric state.

As far as we are aware, systematic investigation of soil moisture’s impact on circulation has not been done with CESM1 prior to our study, although there have been some pioneering efforts with other general circulation models (GCMs). We want to especially acknowledge Koster et al. (2016), who showed how a rainfall deficit in the continental United States can affect the summer circulation in North America and the North Atlantic Ocean. Perhaps one of their most interesting findings is that regardless of the specific location of the dryness within the United States, the atmospheric circulation tends to respond in a consistent way. While there are merits in simply testing this finding with a different GCM, more importantly we demonstrate below that if one examines response at locations beyond the North America/North Atlantic sector studied by Koster et al. (2016), regional land forcing can produce circumpolar teleconnection responses. Thus, our experiments can be regarded not only as sensitivity tests of atmosphere–land coupling and resulting regional influences in CESM1, but also as testbeds for forcing mechanisms that can impact an entire hemisphere.

The term “circumpolar teleconnection” (CGT) was introduced by Branstator (2002) to refer to wintertime stationary wave covariability trapped in the vicinity of the upper-troposphere mean jet streams, due to the waveguide effect of the meridional gradients in absolute vorticity (Hoskins and Ambrizzi 1993; Branstator 1992). Generally speaking, waveguide-induced teleconnections are much weaker and less circumpolar in the summer, with the subseasonal covariability more confined to two separate sectors of the globe where the jets are strong (Branstator and Teng 2017). However, CGTs do appear to contribute to various summertime observed phenomena (Ding and Wang 2005; Yasui and Watanabe 2010; Teng et al. 2013). Most noteworthy are their connections with some high-impact extreme events (Screen and Simmonds 2014; Petoukhov et al. 2013; Fragkoulidis et al. 2018) and the appearance of an upward trend in frequency of occurrence of a zonal wavenumber-5 CGT pattern since the 1990s (Lee et al. 2017). While it remains controversial whether external forcing is crucial for the summertime CGTs (Yasui and Watanabe 2010), another question that is also highly relevant to extreme events and to which our results pertain is this: What forcing can easily excite the CGTs and is such forcing predictable?

This paper is organized as follows. After introducing the models and experiments in section 2, we present an overview of seasonal and monthly mean circulation responses to prescribed soil moisture in section 3. In section 4, we conduct a suite of experiments to test the sensitivity of the circulation response to a number of factors in the experimental design. In section 5, we focus on an experiment in which soil moisture is prescribed in only the Great Plains and investigate the mechanisms of the resulting summertime circumpolar stationary wave response, followed by a summary and discussion in section 6.

2. Models and experiments

a. CESM1 prescribed soil moisture experiments

The prescribed soil moisture experiments in our study are performed with the atmosphere/land stand-alone configuration (often referred to as CAM5) of CESM1, an Earth system model consisting of fully coupled atmosphere, ocean, land, and sea ice components. We use the version of CAM5 that has 30 vertical levels and a horizontal resolution of roughly 1°. For all the CAM5 simulations conducted here, SST and sea ice concentrations are prescribed by the monthly mean climatologies derived from the CESM1 fully coupled preindustrial control run for years 402–1510. The CAM5 control run, which was run for 2600 years, is part of the CESM1 large ensemble project (Kay et al. 2015). While more details of the model and the experiments are documented in Hurrell et al. (2013) and Kay et al. (2015), Branstator and Teng (2017) have compared the waveguide teleconnections in the model with the observations.

For perturbed experiments, at each time step soil water is set to a prescribed value within a selected domain, while outside of that domain atmosphere and land are run in the same fully coupled manner as in the
control run. For each experiment, we run 100 perturbed members, which differ only in the initial conditions, and those initial conditions are taken from the last 500 years of the CAM5 control run and are at least five years apart. All results presented below are derived from these 100-member ensembles. For most cases, we integrate the perturbed experiments for four months, and then compare the output with those in the control run with the same model dates.

b. A linear stationary wave model

CESM1 may be good for simulating variability and the forced response of the climate system, but in order to understand such behavior, simple models are often needed. Here, we turn to the same linear stationary wave model (Branstator 1990) that we have frequently used in our previous studies (Branstator and Teng 2017; Teng et al. 2016) to help interpret the stationary wave response produced by CAM5 as it reacts to the prescribed soil moisture anomalies.

The model is a much simpler dynamical system than CAM5 and consists of the discretized sigma coordinate primitive equations as they were represented in a much earlier version of CAM5. The atmospheric states, which consist of relative vorticity, divergence, air temperature, and surface pressure, are divided into a climatological mean basic state and perturbations, which are represented in terms of spherical harmonic coefficients. The model perturbations are forced by imposed sources of temperature, divergence, or vorticity. We only consider steady sources. After linearization, the steady primitive equations can expressed as \( L \mathbf{X} = \mathbf{R} \), where \( \mathbf{X} \) contains the coefficients of all perturbation fields at all levels, \( L \) is a real matrix where the climatological mean states are embedded, and \( \mathbf{R} \) contains the coefficients of the forcing. Hence, the solutions of stationary wave anomalies in \( \mathbf{X} \) are found through direct solution of the steady equation rather than through time integrations.

We have run the linear stationary wave model with a horizontal truncation of R15 at 10 equally spaced vertical levels \((\sigma = 0.05, \ldots, 0.95)\). The mean states are May–August climatological values from the CAM5 control run. (Our results are not affected in any important way when we substitute a reanalysis climatology.) The linear model includes damping coefficients for each state variable, which are set to \((2 \text{ days})^{-1}\) in the bottom two levels, and \((7 \text{ days})^{-1}\) for the rest of the levels. More details of the model are available in the appendix of Branstator (1990).

3. Seasonal and monthly mean response

We start with four different domains indicated by the black box in Figs. 1a–d, including the western United States (Fig. 1a), the Great Plains (Fig. 1b), the western

![Fig. 1. Seasonal mean 200-hPa geopotential height (Z200) response to soil water depletion at four different domains indicated by the black box in (a)–(d) November–February and (e)–(h) May–August. Stippling represents the 95% confidence level with a Student’s t test.](image-url)
and central United States (Fig. 1c), and the entire continental United States (Fig. 1d). Within a given box we set soil water to zero at each time step to mimic drought conditions, while, as mentioned, outside the box land is fully coupled with the atmosphere as in the control run. For each case, we run ensemble members starting from the first day of November (Fig. 1, left) and May (Fig. 1, right), respectively, for four months.

Figure 1 shows the response of seasonal mean 200-hPa geopotential height (Z200) anomalies when soil water is removed in each of the four domains. In contrast to a weak response in the winter (Figs. 1a–d), three out of the four cases show substantial globe-wide circulation responses in the summer (Figs. 1f–h). In fact, almost the entire midlatitude region between 50° and 70°N is dominated by a wave train comprised of high pressure ridges in the western-central North America, the North Atlantic, northern Europe and the Barents Sea, and the Far East and Sea of Okhotsk, and a low pressure trough over Newfoundland. Despite variations in the location of the soil moisture forcing, the placement of the ridges and trough is quite consistent (Figs. 1f–h).

Based on these solutions we decide to focus on the summer experiments for the rest of the paper. The summertime seasonal mean responses in surface air temperature (TAS) and precipitation for the four domains are plotted in Fig. 2. Within the boxes, the warming can be larger than 4°C (Figs. 2b–d), large enough to produce a heat wave. Over Eurasia, there are two distinct regions, northern Europe and the Far East, where the TAS anomalies exceed 0.5°C. Such warming, both locally and remotely, can make soil moisture a likely contributor to uncertainty in climate sensitivity (Douville et al. 2016) given likely shortcomings in the treatment of pertinent processes. Associated with the surface drying and warming, the seasonal mean precipitation within the boxes is reduced by 1–3 mm day⁻¹, corresponding to roughly 50%–60% of the climatology in the control run, consistent with a positive feedback between soil moisture and precipitation.

Based on simple linear wave propagation theory (Hoskins et al. 1977), there is the possibility that the circulation response may vary during the summer in concert with the changing climatological mean states. In Fig. 3 we investigate this possibility by examining a different set of experiments, each of which begins on the first day of a different summer month. Specifically, we compare the ensemble mean Z200 response when soil water is removed in the Great Plains box starting from the first day of May (Fig. 3a), June (Fig. 3b), July (Fig. 3c), and August (Fig. 3d). The Z200 responses in the first month of the forcing (Fig. 3a) all show a distinct circumglobal wave train, indicating that the hemispheric-wide patterns in Fig. 1 are generated within one month. The pattern of the Z200 anomalies is quite similar in North America and the North Atlantic sector, all characterized by positive anomalies in the west-central part of North America, negative...
anomalies to the northeast, and positive anomalies to the south of Greenland. The month-to-month variations in the circulation response are more evident over Eurasia. In contrast to May when the wave train is dominated by positive anomalies in regions surrounding the Kara Sea, the center of positive anomalies shifts to north of Caspian Sea in August. It is also noteworthy that the response in both July and August resembles a CGT pattern that is associated with interannual variability of the Indian summer monsoon (Ding and Wang 2005) and that has exhibited an upward trend in occurrence in the recent decades (Lee et al. 2017).

4. Sensitivity tests

Next we carry out a series of sensitivity tests to determine how robust our findings are to a number of factors, concerning the location, depth, persistence, and strength of the soil moisture forcing.

a. Twenty-one subdomains in the United States

Since droughts often occur on regional scales, it is useful to reduce the size of the geographical domain for the imposed dryness and check whether our finding remains valid. To facilitate comparison with a previous study (Koster et al. 2016), we divide the continental United States into the same 21 subdomains (Fig. 4; see Koster et al. 2016, their Fig. 2), each roughly 7° latitude × 7° longitude. For each subdomain, we set soil water to close to 0 and run a 100-member experiment with each member beginning on 1 May and lasting until the end of August. Each panel in Fig. 5 shows the May–August averaged Z200 response to soil water depletion for one of the 21 subdomains, with the panel label corresponding to the
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index of the subdomains (Fig. 4). Note that the scaling in Fig. 5 is different from that in Figs. 1 and 3. As expected, the amplitude of the Z200 anomalies weaken when the size of the forcing domain is reduced from the earlier experiments (Figs. 1 and 3). Subdomains A, G, H, O, P, and Q have the least total area of significant response at 30°–70°N. In contrast, the seven subdomains that can force the strongest root-mean-square averaged response in the same midlatitude belt are K, L, M, N, R, S, and T, which are located along a swath extending from north-central North America to the Gulf of Mexico, and many of them are within the Great Plains box defined in Fig. 1. One may expect greater response from subdomains with higher climatological soil moisture (shading in Fig. 4) as, by design, setting soil moisture to zero will correspond to stronger soil water depletion. Instead, it is the semiarid areas that produce the stronger circulation responses.

In contrast to the apparent variations in the amplitude of the Z200 anomalies, the locations of the ridges and troughs are rather fixed longitudinally. In general, the ridges tend to be centered at 40°E, 140°E, 110°W, and 30°W, compared to troughs at 90°E, 180°, and 60°W. Wang et al. (2019) attributed the phase-locking of the circulation response in Koster et al. (2016) to local orography. Another interesting feature is that not every subdomain forces positive anomalies in the western-central United States. Those that do (subdomains B, C, D, K, L, M, R, S, and T) tend to be at or adjacent to the Great Plains box. The same group of subdomains also seems to produce stronger responses throughout the entire midlatitudes.

Although Koster et al. (2016) mainly focused on the response in the North America/North Atlantic sector, our results support their finding that perturbations in the Great Plains soil moisture can more effectively trigger circulation responses compared to other U.S. subdomains. In a way, this result supports the notion that the Great Plains is one of the regions with the strongest atmosphere–land interaction (Koster et al. 2004; Seneviratne et al. 2010). In a separate effort when we compared waveguide teleconnections in observations, CAM5, and the linear planetary wave model, we found in all three dynamical systems that the Great Plains is consistently associated with the strongest waveguide teleconnections in boreal summer (Branstator and Teng 2017). However, atmosphere–land interaction is not represented in the linear model, which indicates that certain attributes in the climatological mean states in the atmosphere, such as the effect of the orographic lifting (Wang et al. 2019), can also facilitate forcing in the Great Plains to excite remote responses.

b. Depth

For all the experiments shown above, we prescribe soil water in the entire column to zero when we impose the dryness. One may wonder whether such a crude approach can induce unrealistic shocks to the regional hydrological cycle and ecosystem. Since soil moisture mainly affects the atmosphere through the surface flux, we speculate that removal of soil water at close to the surface layer is enough to induce circulation responses similar to those found in the earlier experiments (Figs. 1f, 3).
Fig. 5. (a)–(u) Seasonal mean Z200 response at 45°–80°N when soil water in each of the 21 subdomains is depleted in May–August, with the panel label corresponding to the index for the subdomains (Fig. 4). Stippling represents the 95% confidence level with a Student’s *t* test.
To test this speculation, we carry out three sets of experiments using the same setup employed in the earlier May–August Great Plains experiment (Fig. 1f), except that at each time step soil water is set to zero at the top five layers (~43 cm), three layers (~10 cm), and two layers (~3.5 cm), respectively. The May–August ensemble averaged Z200 responses from these new experiments are compared with that from the all-column experiment (Fig. 6). While the spatial pattern of the Z200 responses look very similar to each other and to the all-column experiment, the amplitude slightly decreases as we reduce the soil water depletion layers. A measure of this weakening is that the root-mean-square of the Z200 anomalies at 40°–70°N is reduced by roughly 10%, 21%, and 25%, respectively, when soil water is depleted only at the top five (Fig. 6b), three (Fig. 6c), and two (Fig. 6d) layers relative to the all-column experiment (Fig. 6a).

c. Short-lived forcing

All the circumglobal circulation responses presented so far are produced by steady soil moisture forcing; soil moisture within the selected domain is set to close to zero at each time step throughout the experiment. In nature, even during severe droughts, dry spells can be interrupted by some precipitation events, raising the question of whether a short period of drought can induce a long lasting response through various processes that can produce memory in the coupled system. This motivates us to carry out some multimonth experiments in which regional soil water is set to zero only for the first month and then followed by months during which the

![Fig. 6. Seasonal mean Z200 response when soil water is depleted at (a) all layers, (b) the top five layers (43 cm), (c) the top three layers (10 cm), and (d) the top two layers (3.5 cm) in the Great Plains during May–August. Stippling represents the 95% confidence level with a Student’s t test.](image-url)
soil moisture is treated exactly as it is in the control run. Note that this means that the responses in the runs that we present below result from control integrations with special land/atmosphere initial conditions, namely conditions produced by one month of dry land.

To increase the sample size, we start four sets of experiments, each consisting of 100 members, on the first day of May, June, July, and August, with soil water set to zero in the top two layers (3.5 cm) within the Great Plains box (indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 7). After one month of integration, we take the conditions on the first day of June, July, August, and September, respectively, and continue the integrations until the end of February of the following winter. We then take the June–September, July–September, August–September, and September monthly Z200 outputs, from these four sets of experiments respectively, and compare their mean values with means calculated from the standard control run data in the same months and years (Fig. 7a). Even without any imposed forcing, there is a robust circulation response in the new runs during the remaining summer. Despite the weaker amplitude, the wave pattern resembles the response pattern in the steady forcing case (Fig. 6d).

The summertime soil water short-lived forcing also appears to impact the atmospheric circulation in the following winter. In Fig. 7b, we show the DJF Z200 anomalies averaged from the four sets of short-lived forcing experiments. While low pressure anomalies prevail in several midlatitude areas including the northern Pacific Ocean, the southeastern coast of the United States, and the Mediterranean, the entire Arctic Ocean is dominated by high pressure anomalies. These findings suggest that the summer soil moisture in the Great Plains can potentially provide predictability to the atmospheric circulation in the following winter in CESM1. Keep in mind that we are unable to detect any robust circulation response when we deplete soil water in the Great Plains in the winter season (Fig. 1b); therefore, other factors (e.g., snow and ice at higher latitudes) must play a role in order to pass the information in the summer soil moisture to the winter circulation. This issue will require further study.

d. Strength of forcing

In all experiments we have presented above, we simply set soil water within a selected domain to zero, which is a condition that falls outside the model’s natural trajectory. Taking the Great Plains box as an example, the May–August climatology mean and interannual standard deviation of the domain averaged soil liquid water is $3.5 \pm 0.17$ and $6.0 \pm 0.24$ kg m$^{-2}$, in the top two layers (at 0.7 and 2.8 cm), respectively in the CAM5 control.
run. In other words, even during the most severe droughts in the model, the top layer soil water is never close to zero. Although applying a strong forcing is often a quick way to get robust reactions of a dynamic system, it is also important to explore a broad range of forcing strength to learn about the model’s sensitivity. Again, we only prescribe soil water in the top two layers inside the Great Plains box. In addition to zero soil water (Fig. 6d), we have tested eight more prescribed values including 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, and 10.0 kg m$^{-2}$, respectively. For each value, we run a 100-member steady forcing experiment during May–August, and the seasonal averaged Z200 response from the nine cases is presented in Fig. 8.

First, a quick comparison of the extreme dry cases (Figs. 8a,b,c) with the extreme wet cases (Figs. 8g,h,i) seems to suggest that there is some linearity in the circulation response, in that the geopotential height anomalies in the midlatitudes have opposite sign in these two sets: positive Z200 anomalies in the dry cases and negative anomalies in the wet cases. This is especially true for the local response near the Great Plains box that is characterized by high (low) height anomalies centered at the northwest corner of the box for the dry (wet) cases. This attribute seems to support our intuition that the circulation response to surface sensible heat flux, through which soil moisture can influence the atmospheric circulation, in some ways obeys a general linearity property. But there are also features that cannot be interpreted by a simple linear relationship. For example, when we compare the response away from the Great Plains box, the response pattern in the extreme wet cases does not resemble that in the extreme dry cases with the sign flipped. While Great Plains dryness forces high pressure anomalies at 40° and 140°E, Great Plains wetness induces one low pressure anomaly between 70° and 100°E in the Russian far north and another at 180°.

When the prescribed soil water in the Great Plains box is closer to the range of the model’s natural variability (e.g., 2.0–4.0 kg m$^{-2}$) we hardly find any robust circumglobal teleconnection response (Figs. 8d,e,f). The ability for soil moisture feedbacks in the Great Plains to modify circulation under more natural conditions is discussed in section 6.

5. Formation of the summertime stationary wave response

In this section we investigate how regionally prescribed soil water can trigger circumglobal circulation responses in the northern summer, by further analyzing the standard May–August Great Plains soil water depletion experiment shown in Fig. 1f. To present the temporal evolution of the wave train response in the Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes in this experiment, we plot a Hovmöller diagram using daily ensemble mean Z200 anomalies averaged between 40° and 60°N (Figs. 9b,c). Figure 9a is a replot of Fig. 1f with a different color bar. We stretch the Hovmöller diagram in the first 30 days (Fig. 9c) to get a closer look of how the wave train emerges in the midlatitudes. It takes about five days for the high pressure system to form over the Great Plains, immediately followed by the low pressure system at 60°W, and the high pressure system at 30°W. The two high pressure systems over Eurasia, which appear about two weeks after the forcing is imposed, take a slightly longer time to form. Once formed, both the high and low pressure anomalies are quite persistent till the end of the summer. Such a step-by-step development of the wave train is supported by a plot of the vertical cross section of geopotential height anomalies averaged at 40°–60°N on days 5, 10, 15, and 20 (Fig. 10). Also noteworthy is that the wave train has an almost barotropic structure, thus it is conceivable that this circumglobal wave train can influence surface climate along the wave path.

The spatial structure of the wave train is reminiscent of an atmospheric Rossby wave trapped along the midlatitude jet streams (Branstator 1983; Ambrizzi et al. 1995). Next we compute the horizontal component of the Rossby wave activity flux (Takaya and Nakamura 2001) for this response pattern to show the associated energy propagation, as the wave activity flux tends to be parallel to the group velocity of Rossby waves. The Rossby wave energy appears to emanate from the Great Plains on day 5 and converge into the Atlantic Ocean on day 10, concurrent with the formation of the cross-Atlantic wave train. Interestingly, compared to the Atlantic sector, there is a noticeable lack of wave activity flux before the high pressure system is established in the northern Eurasia from day 10 to day 15. We show later (Fig. 15) that synoptic eddies play a crucial role in forming this high pressure system. From day 15 to day 20, the wave activity flux propagates from northern Eurasia across the Pacific Ocean. Once the wave activity encircles the globe on day 20, both the geopotential height anomalies (Figs. 11d and 9) and the surface temperature anomalies (Fig. 11d) over North America intensify. This intensification suggests that having a circumglobal structure may amplify stationary wave anomalies through positive interference between the locally forced disturbances and disturbances propagating into North America from the west. Note, however, that some stationary waves observed during extreme events are not circumglobal (Fragkoulidis et al. 2018).
We also notice a second wave train emanating from the Mediterranean to Pakistan on day 20 (Fig. 11d), although the amplitude of both the height anomalies and the wave activity flux is much weaker compared to those in northern Eurasia. Associated with the double jet core in the Atlantic sector, there are two main waveguides linking the North Atlantic and Eurasia (Hoskins and Ambrizzi 1993; Ambrizzi et al. 1995).
One tilts northeastward from the U.S. east coast to Scandinavia, and the other stretches from the subtropical eastern Atlantic and the Mediterranean all the way to the North Pacific Ocean. In the Great Plains experiment, the southern waveguide seems rather weak, which may be caused by the mean flow in May. When we delay the start dates of the soil moisture experiments to the first day of July and August (Fig. 3), the response in the southern waveguide (e.g., the high pressure anomalies near the Caspian Sea) becomes stronger, and the global response resembles an observed wavenumber-5 CGT pattern (Ding and Wang 2005; Lee et al. 2017). Such behavior also supports Ding and Wang’s (2005) finding that the wavenumber-5 CGT pattern is most pronounced in August compared to other summer months in nature.

After learning about the temporal evolution of the forced response, next we want to consider the mechanisms by which the imposed dryness in the Great Plains can excite a circumglobal wave train response. First, we calculate diabatic heating anomalies caused by the imposed dryness.

The 100-member ensemble mean and ±1 standard deviation of the total diabatic heating anomalies horizontally averaged in the Great Plains box during May–August for the zero soil moisture experiment are represented by the red solid and dotted lines, respectively, in Fig. 12. Near the surface the warming is about 4°C day⁻¹ and then decreases almost linearly to 700 hPa. In CESM1, the diabatic heating rate is calculated as the sum of the temperature tendency due to vertical diffusion (DTV), longwave heating (QRL), solar heating (QRS), and moisture processes (DTCOND), which are also plotted in Fig. 12. In our experiments, the near-surface warming is mainly caused by enhanced vertical diffusion and longwave heating, compensated by reduced shortwave and condensational heating (Fig. 12b). The vertical diffusion becomes much weaker in the winter as a result of weaker boundary layer turbulence (Fig. 12a), and the total diabatic heating anomalies are reduced to 1°C day⁻¹ at the near surface accordingly when we impose the same dryness in the Great Plains box during November–February.

To further verify that the diabatic heating anomalies caused by the imposed dryness in the Great Plains can excite the circumglobal response, we use a technique that is similar to Koster et al. (2016), except that we
apply the heating anomalies to a GCM rather than a simple model. We have carried out three CAM5 experiments for the period of May–August; each experiment consists of 100 members.

The only difference between these experiments and the CAM5 control run is that steady heating anomalies are imposed in the Great Plains box. These imposed heating anomalies are based on time-averaged May–August diabatic heating anomalies from the zero soil moisture experiment. In the first experiment, we retain both the spatial and vertical structure of the diabatic heating anomalies within the Great Plains box, which are replaced with the domain-averaged heating profile (Fig. 12b) in the second experiment. Then we further simplify the heating profile by only keeping the one-dimensional heating anomalies from the surface to roughly 700 hPa in the third experiment.

Despite the approximations in the imposed heating, all three experiments can replicate the seasonal mean 
Z200 response to the imposed dryness in the Great Plains (Figs. 13a). For the sake of brevity, we only present the Z200 response in the third experiment (Fig. 13b) which has the most simplified heating. The resemblance between the two panels is striking, suggesting that the heating anomalies in the lower troposphere are sufficient to produce the circumglobal circulation response and the response is not sensitive to the fine horizontal structure of the heating anomalies.
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**Fig. 10.** Vertical cross section of geopotential height anomalies at 40°–60°N on (a) day 5, (b) day 10, (c) day 15, and (d) day 20 from the Great Plains soil water depletion experiment in May–August. Stippling represents the 95% confidence level with a Student’s t test.
Next, we want to isolate the direct linear response to the heating due to the waveguide effect. To do that, we impose the same heating profile from surface to approximately 700 hPa (Fig. 13b) in the linear planetary wave model that we have introduced earlier. The streamfunction response in the upper troposphere (at the 0.25 sigma level; Fig. 14a) mainly comprises the anticyclonic circulation anomalies in North America, cyclonic circulation anomalies farther to the northeast, and anticyclonic circulation anomalies to the south of Greenland. While it is reassuring that our result generally agrees with Koster et al. (2016), who employed a different planetary wave model, what is of more interest is the apparent difference between the responses from the linear model (Fig. 14a) and from the GCM (Fig. 13a).

Among all the missing physical and dynamical processes that could be responsible for this discrepancy in the linear stationary wave model solution, we have focused on synoptic eddies. To determine whether synoptic eddies can make a significant contribution to the stationary wave response, we use a technique that has been employed by many previous studies (Cai and Mak 1990; Cai and van den Dool 1994; Feldstein 1998) that is based on the vorticity equation:

\[
\frac{\partial \zeta}{\partial t} + \mathbf{V} \cdot \nabla (f + \zeta) + (f + \zeta) \mathbf{V} \cdot \nabla = 0, \tag{1}
\]

where \(\zeta\), \(t\), \(f\), and \(\mathbf{V}\) stand for relative vorticity, time, the Coriolis parameter, and horizontal wind, respectively. We decompose all variables in Eq. (1) into 2–8-day high-pass filtered transients, 8-day low-frequency, and climatology components and derive the vorticity equation for the low-frequency flow [Eq. (4) of Cai and van den Dool (1994)]. The low-frequency vorticity tendency induced by transient eddies is expressed as

\[
(\mathbf{V} \cdot \nabla \zeta) S,
\]

where the superscript \(S\) and prime refer to the seasonal average and 2–8-day high pass filtering, respectively, and \(\mathbf{V}_\phi\) denotes the rotational wind.

Applying a reverse Laplacian operator on both sides of the low-frequency vorticity tendency equation, we convert the vorticity tendency equation into a streamfunction tendency equation for the low-frequency component. The transient eddy forcing now becomes

\[
\nabla^2 (\mathbf{V}_\phi \cdot \nabla \zeta)^S,
\]

which is a familiar term that has been examined in many previous studies (Cai and Mak 1990; Cai and van den Dool 1994; Branstator 1995) to account for the nonlinear interaction between low-frequency and transient eddies. Figure 15 shows the streamfunction anomalies in our standard Great Plains prescribed soil moisture experiment.
(contours) and the streamfunction tendency induced by the transient vorticity flux \( \nabla \cdot (\nabla \phi \cdot \nabla \psi)^5 \) (shading). Here both terms are averaged through May–August and are evaluated at 200 hPa. As expected, the wave pattern expressed in terms of the streamfunction anomalies closely resembles that in Z200. The synoptic eddy forcing is strongest along the storm tracks in both the Pacific and the Atlantic Oceans. When we compare the signs of the streamfunction anomalies with that of the streamfunction tendency induced by the eddies, it is apparent that at both jet exit regions the eddies help to maintain the low-frequency wave train.

To further quantify the eddy contribution to the seasonal mean circulation response, we again use the linear planetary wave model, except that this time we use the model to derive the steady solution to the eddy vorticity
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**Fig. 12.** Vertical profile of seasonal mean diabatic heating anomalies for the (a) November–February and (b) May–August soil water depletion experiments at the Great Plains box. The solid and dotted red lines represent the 100-member ensemble mean and ±1 standard deviation, respectively. The four colored dashed lines represent the ensemble averaged terms that contribute to the total diabatic heating rate: DTV (vertical diffusion tendency), QRL (longwave heating rate), QRS (solar heating rate), and DTCOND (precipitation physics tendency).
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**Fig. 13.** Seasonal mean Z200 response from (a) the Great Plains soil water depletion experiment and (b) imposed heating experiment, where the heating anomalies in Fig. 12b are imposed in CAM5 from the surface to 700 hPa in the Great Plains box during May–August. Stippling represents the 95% confidence level with a Student’s t test.
forcing \(-\text{V}_\phi \cdot \nabla \zeta'\)^2 at all 10 sigma levels within 20°–90°N derived from the CAM5 simulations. The streamfunction solution at the 0.25 sigma level has a zonally elongated dipole structure at the jet exit region in both the Pacific and the Atlantic Ocean sectors (Fig. 14b). More interestingly, the response contains positive anomalies over northern Eurasia and the Far East, similar to the response in the CAM5 experiments (Fig. 15). After combining contributions from the synoptic eddy vorticity forcing (Fig. 14b) with the direct linear response to the Great Plains heating (Fig. 14a), the sum (Fig. 14c) reproduces the main features of the “circumglobal” structure in the CAM5 response (Fig. 15). Additional tests with the linear model using the eddy vorticity forcing from different geographic sectors further shows that transients over both the Atlantic Ocean and Eurasia contribute to the response in Fig. 14b. For example, Fig. 14d shows the linear model response to the synoptic eddy forcing at 120°W–0° and 20°–90°N. By comparing Fig. 14b and Fig. 14d, one sees that a large portion of the positive anomalies over northern Europe at 30°–60°E can be explained by anomalous synoptic eddy forcing in the North America and North Atlantic sector. The anomalous eddy forcing in that region is likely to be a reaction to the wave train (Fig. 14a) directly forced by the Great Plains heating anomaly. Hence the two-way interaction between the wave and synoptic eddy response is acting to amplify and extend the response to Great Plains conditions. While other processes that we have not considered (e.g., eddy heat fluxes) may also be involved, our experiments do indicate that the CGT response cannot be fully explained by the waveguide effect of the mean climate.

**Fig. 14.** Linear stationary wave response of the streamfunction at the \(\sigma = 0.250\) level (PSI250) to (a) the heating anomalies from surface to 700 hPa (Fig. 12b) in the Great Plains box and (b) synoptic eddy vorticity forcing at 20°–90°N. (c) The sum of (a) and (b). (d) As in (b), but for eddy vorticity forcing at 120°W–0°, 20°–90°N. Both heating and synoptic eddy vorticity forcings are derived from the Great Plains soil water depletion experiments in May–August.
states because transient eddy vorticity fluxes play a vital role in extending the response beyond the source region.

6. Conclusions

Motivated by the apparent increase in the frequency of high-impact circumglobal stationary wave events in the recent boreal summers, we have carried out a series of idealized prescribed soil moisture experiments with the atmosphere/land stand-alone configuration of CESM1 to investigate the potential contribution that the drier soil moisture that accompanies a warmer climate can make to these events. We started by prescribing the soil water within four large selected domains in the continental United States to be zero and running 100-member ensemble experiments to assess the seasonal mean response. To determine the robustness of our findings, we carried out additional experiments to examine the sensitivity of the response to 1) the location of the forcing among 21 subdomains within the continental United States, 2) various depths where soil water is depleted, and 3) the value of the prescribed soil water. In addition, we have replaced the steady soil water forcing with forcing lasting only a month to evaluate whether the persistence of the forcing is crucial. We have learned the following:

1) The imposed dryness in the continental United States can excite a robust circumglobal teleconnection response in the boreal summer, while it is hard to produce a robust and consistent response when the same experiment is conducted in the wintertime.

2) The location of the ridges and troughs of the stationary wave response is generally insensitive to where dryness is imposed within the continental United States.

3) Removal of soil water in just the top two layers (~3 cm) in the Great Plains is sufficient to produce a robust circumglobal circulation response.

4) The 1-month short-lived forcing in the Great Plains can cause a delayed circumglobal circulation response later in the summer as well as in the following winter, although the delayed winter response does not resemble a waveguide teleconnection pattern.

A key finding from this study is that an extremely dry Great Plains can excite CGT patterns in the boreal summer through the near-surface heating anomalies (~4°C day^{-1} in our experiments) caused by the dry soil. The direct circulation response to the heating anomalies, via linear adiabatic dynamical processes in the midlatitude, including the waveguide effect of the mean jet streams, is mainly confined to North America and the North Atlantic Ocean. However, through eddy–mean flow interactions, perturbed synoptic eddies can contribute greatly to a remote stationary wave response in Eurasia and the North Pacific Ocean, leading to a circumglobal response to the regional land forcing.

This cause-and-effect relationship between the Great Plains heating anomalies and the CGT response, which is confirmed by additional CAM5 heating experiments, adds to our understanding of the forcing mechanisms for CGT. Earlier, Ding and Wang (2005) speculated that the heating anomalies associated with the Indian summer monsoon are instrumental in maintenance of the CGT, whereas, with a different definition for CGT, Yasui and Watanabe (2010) stress the role of internal dynamics rather than tropical forcing. Here, with a comprehensive perturbed large ensemble approach, we provide a convincing example that a midlatitude forcing can also excite CGT. Keeping in mind that the Great Plains and the Indian summer monsoon region are the two locations with the strongest waveguide teleconnectivity in the boreal summer (Branstator and Teng 2017), it is not surprising that our study and previous ones (Ding and Wang 2005; Yasui and Watanabe...
have found that forcing near these locations is effective at generating a circumglobal response.

Since our finding is derived from idealized experiments with a GCM, one may question whether it has real implications. Indeed we find some initial evidence from the reanalysis data that supports the relationship between soil moisture and the circulation. In the left panels of Fig. 16, we regress the monthly Z200 anomalies upon domain-averaged soil moisture in the Great Plains box in May, June, July and August, respectively, using the Japanese 55-yr Reanalysis (JRA-55; Kobayashi et al. 2015). For comparison, we plot the Z200 regressed anomalies in the 2600-yr CAM5 control run in the right panels of Fig. 16. Despite the relatively short reanalysis data, soil moisture anomalies in the Great Plains box seem to be associated with a circumglobal wave train in all four months; also, importantly, the wave trains bear some resemblance to the CAM5 counterpart. Because such statistical relationship cannot deliver any information on cause and effect, in order to make a more convincing argument we need to carry out case studies (e.g., Fischer et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2017) targeting some observed extreme events.

Aside from these implications, we must acknowledge a couple of limitations in this study. One is that the soil moisture anomalies that we have imposed in experiments that produced significant circulation responses are unrealistically strong. This was indicated in section 4d where we explained that only when the prescribed soil water falls outside the range of the model’s natural variability can the model produce a robust circulation response. On the other hand, even though Koster et al. (2016) employed a more realistic approach to imposing soil dryness than we employed, the near-surface heating anomalies that were generated in their experiments are...
quite similar to ours in terms of both amplitude and vertical structure. Thus, from the perspective of atmospheric forcing, the anomalies we imposed may not be as unrealistic as they appear to be from the perspective of soil moisture. When we designed the experiments, removal of soil water in the top 3 cm did not seem far-fetched for an idealized experiment designed to mimic a “dust bowl” scenario (Schubert et al. 2004). While carrying out our project, we became more aware of the relatively large biases and uncertainties in atmosphere–land coupling in such models (Dirmeyer et al. 2006, Williams et al. 2016). Hence it may be that parameterizations in CESM are inadequate for producing so-called dust bowls in the control experiment that we analyzed. Our next step will be investigating with the reanalysis data the relationship between soil moisture and diabatic heating anomalies, which can be a key to understand to what extent the mechanism based on our idealized experiments can explain the increased high-impact circumglobal stationary wave events in the recent boreal summers.
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